
Herzberg HG-8038: 1400W Steam Iron - Turquoise

Powerful 1400W steam iron with vertical steam, spray jet, and burst steam function. Modern design, energy-
efficient, and durable.

Manufacturer: Herzberg Home & Living
Reference:HG-8038

Product Description and Specification
Achieve a perfectly professional pressed result with the Herzberg HG-8038: 1400W Steam Iron. This steam iron has an 
extreme burst steam function of a flat surface and vertically hung clothes, curtain, and drapes. The 1400 watts pressing 
power, this steam iron can fix any stubborn wrinkles. Made from high-quality materials, carefully constructed and efficiently 
engineered to provide premium grade products. The smooth-gliding nonstick coated stainless steel soleplate is designed with 
small steam holes to effectively eliminate deep wrinkle through steam. The pointed tip is designed to easy to move through 
hard to press area such as pleats, around the buttons, and more detailed pressing. This steam iron has a magnificent 3-way 
safety feature, the automatic safety shut off is a sensor switch that automatically shut down the unit to avoid fabric burning. 
A built-in anti-drip system avoids splash and leaks at low temperatures. The 3 adjustable temperature control manually 
adjust the necessary temperature according to the materials of clothes. 

 

 



 

Features:  
Power steam iron with max output to 1400w Vertical steam, spray jet & burst steam function Beautiful modern design Rust 
and corrosion free Easy-glide and energy efficient Special nonstick ceramic dual soleplate Ergonomic temperature control 
dial setting Rayon, Acrylic - low temperature Silk, Wool - medium temperature Cotton, Linen -high temperature 3 way 
overheat auto shut off protection Power steam for horizontal & vertical presentation Indicator light Self-cleaning, anti-calc 
system, and anti-drip Extra Long, 360 degree swivel power cord Save 40% on ironing time Removes wrinkles efficiently 
and effectively Long-lasting and durable CE GS RoHS Certification

 

 

 

Specification:
Brand name: Herzberg Color: White, Turquoise  Body Materials: High-Grade ABS Sole Plate Materials: Ceramic Coated 
Stainless Steel Power: 1000-1400W Voltage: 220-240V - 50/60Hz Power Cord Length: 2.4. meters Dimensions: 29.7cm x 
12.8cm x 15cm

 



EAN : 5404035000748

ISBN : 85164000

Weight : 0.70 Kg

Volume : 0.00358 m3

(L x l x H) : 25.00 cm x 13.00 cm x 11.00 cm

Box 10  units

Pallet 420  (Units)

Box dimensions 54CM X 26CM X 27CM

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg8038-1400w-steam-iron-turquoise-xml-243-4238.html

